Abstract. There are numerous approaches towards restoration of art, including computer applications as aid to manual performance. However, to our knowledge, it has not been attempted to recuperate high quality images of missing or presumably destroyed works of art. While these works will never again be available in their original form, it may be feasible to considerably enhance the quality of preserved photographic reproductions. A pioneering combination of super-resolution and colour correction is presented here, targeting the reclamation of high quality images of lost works of art. The techniques are performed by example, utilising correspondence between artworks of similar nature, currently available both in low and high quality. With extensive prior knowledge in the domains of super-resolution and colour correction, selected approaches were studied, implemented and tested, concluding to the most efficient. Experimental results are highly promising, revealing a new research path in colour imaging for fine art.
Introduction and Motivation
There has not been a previous attempt as the present endeavour towards reclamation of lost art. We propose a novel strategy for making the images of selected pieces of our lost artistic heritage accessible to the public, an endeavour we term 'lost art reclamation'. The ability to regain paintings considered to have been lost forever was an unrivalled motivation for this study.
With no background studies to support this effort, the possibilities and expectations of the work were unpredictable. The efficiency of a chosen technique was uncertain, not only due to the question at hand, but also because of the nature of the involved images. Being a fine art application, the images of paintings that were included demonstrated major characteristic differences with standard datasets of natural images, against which most image processing approaches were tested. Thus, the reported performance of state-of-the-art techniques was under examination, in parallel to the search for a solution.
The most important records of such lost works are colour photos published in period art books, especially between the two World Wars. At publication, these were at the cutting age of printing technology, but as compared to contemporary images, these samples are of low quality, with obvious halftoning patterns, erroneous colours, and low resolution. As the only records of significant artworks, these samples are of inadequate quality regarding their importance. They are however the only available starting point to work towards a high quality image of a lost artwork, aiming to obtain good enough quality for the reclaimed artwork to be exhibited alongside surviving works.
With halftoned, erroneously coloured prints of low resolution as a starting point, the study targeted a combined solution to resolve these matters. Super-resolution (SR) was concluded as the most appropriate technique towards resolution enhancement. In specific, example-based super-resolution (EB-SR) [1, 2] was the selected approach, incorporating art images available in both low and high quality.
SR involves three different categories: interpolation approaches, reconstruction based approaches and learning (example-based) approaches. In the concept of the stated problem, only a learning approach is applicable. Interpolation and reconstruction based techniques require as input a series of low resolution images of the same scene. This is impossible in the examined case, as the scene of a painting's image cannot change. Notions as obtaining several low resolution images of the same scene from different perspectives, or under different viewing conditions are unsuitable in this case.
A learning based method involves the training of two corresponding dictionaries, one of low quality A l and one of high quality A h [3, 4] . The included patches correspond to the exact same scene in an image. Given a low resolution image, the learning is employed to correctly replace patches of the test image with the most appropriate ones from the dictionary. Identifying a training patch in the dictionary A l as the closest match to the given test patch, its corresponding high quality patch from dictionary A h will be returned as the SR result for that specific patch. Repeating this method for all patches in the test image results in a complete, super-resolved high quality image.
The training dictionary A l includes halftones, erroneously coloured low resolution patches which correspond to continuous-tone high quality patches in the dictionary A h , mimicking the problem at hand. The application of EB-SR on a low quality test image, enhances the resolution and also, due to the example-based approach, resolves the matters of halftoning and erroneous colours automatically. The process of inverse halftoning [5] is thus merged with the SR approach [6] . Upon completion of EB-SR, the resulting images are of continuous-tone and high resolution with attempted corrected colours. Nevertheless, to ensure the colour correctness of the test image, further processing is essential. A crucial reason for that is the patch-oriented application of EB-SR, which leads to inconsistencies of colour in the general image. Colour correction is necessarily applied next to ensure the global correction of the image.
Colour correction (CC) [7] has been developed in various studies, either as colour transfer [8, 9] , which relates to the artistic transformation of an image towards the appearance of another, or image blending [10, 11] , which is a common notion amongst image stitching techniques. The extensive set of implemented approaches and their large variety of applications account for the lack of extensive evaluation regarding the performance of CC approaches.
Combining the above techniques, the present work resolved the identified problems of halftoning, low resolution and erroneous colours. The joint solution followed an example-based approach, utilising ground-truth data in low and high quality and applying this learning to given input.
Methodology
The proposed method for a complete system of lost art reclamation involves two major steps: example-based super-resolution and colour correction. Before the processing however, the training and test sets are gathered. The training set involves two corresponding subsets: one of low quality images which resembles the problem at hand and a 'correct' reference high quality image set. The test image is transformed to colour space Y CbCr and EB-SR is applied on the luminance channel Y, while channels CbCr are interpolated. The resulting super-resolved images are transferred to the CC subsystem.
Super-Resolution
Due to the large amount of possible solutions to a high quality image that correspond to a given test low quality image, regularisation is necessary in SR. The proposed regularisation involves the use of a local sparse-land model on image patches, as performed by Zeyde et al. [4] . The main concept is that each patch of the test images can be well represented using a linear combination of few atoms from a dictionary. In other words, it can be represented by the multiplication of the dictionary by a sparse vector of coefficients. The algorithm approaches the problem as the minimisation of
where z l is the low quality image,ŷ is the reconstructed high quality image, S is the blurring factor and H is the decimation operator. Firstly, image z l is scaled up, using bicubic interpolation Q, to the dimensions of the high quality image y h . This results in y l = Qz l , from which patches are extracted, estimating the corresponding patch of y h . A set of k locations of true pixels (which have not been obtained by interpolation) define the position of patches in the image y l to be extracted by operator R k . The same operation is carried out onto y h , resulting to set Ω of patches p k h . According to the sparse-land model [12, 13] , patches p k h can be represented sparsely by q k vectors of dictionary
Obtaining the same sparse representation against y l , the set p
Operator L all = QSH transforms the complete high resolution image y h to the low resolution one y l . It can therefore be assumed that p
where L is a local operator being a portion of L all andṽ k is the additive noise in this patch. As p
Utilising the relation between the low and high resolution patches p
implying that p
where is related to the noise power σ of v. Thus, patch p k l can be represented by q k over the dictionary A l = LA h , and patch p k h can be recovered from q k multiplied by A h . In the training phase, sets {y j h } and {y j l } are constructed from the high and low quality images respectively. It has to be noted here that the training set consists of extracted parts of the training images. The training low and high quality images are firstly resized to match in physical resolution. Image registration is applied onto the low quality training images so that they match their corresponding high quality images, to avoid artifacts due to misalignment in training. Affine, translation, rigid and projective transforms registrations are visually evaluated to select the best registered image.
Once sets {y Given a test image z l , this is interpolated to y l and sharpened by spatial nonlinear filtering. Then, for every location k ∈ Ω, patches p k l are sparse-coded using A l resulting to {q k }. These q k are then used to recover p k h , by multiplying with A h . Merging {p k h } to obtainŷ h , the overlapping areas are averaged to get the final resulting image. This last step is performed as the following minimisation with respect toŷ h :
As the involved painting images are highly memory demanding, they cannot be processed as a whole. Therefore, the image to be tested is firstly split into row extracts of full width but length of 600 pixels. EB-SR is performed on these extracts individually and the resulting super-resolved extracts are merged to obtain the complete image. An additional consideration is the boundary effect when the patches are overlapped and added. To follow the proposed method, cropping the boundary to ignore the effect is not possible [4] , as the boundary of an extract is necessary for the final composition of the image as a whole. Instead, the overlap between the extracts is arranged so that this effect is dealt with.
Colour Correction
Upon gathering of the super-resolved results, CC process is carried out. The ground-truth high quality images are used one by one as reference for each test image. Depending on the similarity of the test image with the reference image, the performance of CC varies for each application.
Upon completion of the image processing procedures, evaluation of the results follows, using image quality metrics which correspond to both the structure and the colours of the resulting images.
Evaluation Setup

Selection of Approaches
In our experimental setup, EB-SR followed the implementation of Zeyde et al. [4] , who optimised the algorithm by Yang et al. [3] using toolboxes K-SVD [14] and OMP [15] . The implementation of Zeyde et al. enhanced the algorithm in terms of computational complexity and algorithm architecture. The final results were obtained from this optimised implementation, due to the long execution time and demanding memory handling of the original by Yang et al.
For the application of CC, the selected algorithms covered a variety of approaches, incorporating six methods of both colour transfer and image balancing. These included standard baseline approaches [9] and latest techniques of colour correction. Both model-based parametric approaches [10, 9, 8] and modelless non-parametric approaches [11] were applied, involving global [9, 8] and local [10, 11] approaches, as well as operations in different colour spaces (RGB, lαβ, CIECAM).
The first applied approach was an exposure/gain compensation technique by Brown and Lowe [10] (Alg. 1). In this colour balancing approach the intensity gain level of the component images was adjusted to compensate for appearance differences caused by different exposure levels. The second approach was the standard colour correction method by Reinard et al. [9] , which deals with global colour transfer (Alg. 2). Despite the simplicity of this approach, its reported efficiency is significant, making it a baseline work which was extended in later works [8] . Its structure is centred around a linear transformation based on the mean and standard deviation of the global colour distributions of the source and target images in the uncorrelated lαβ colour space [16] . The colour value of a target pixel was defined as
This approach was also applied in the RGB (Alg. 3) and CIECAM (Alg. 4) colour spaces. Based on the work by Reinhard et al. [9] , Xiao et al. [8] (Alg. 5) extended it to a correlated RGB global colour approach which makes use of an ellipsoid mapping scheme. Lastly, the cumulative colour histogram mapping approach by Fecker et al. [11] (Alg. 6) was applied. This involved a closest neighbour mapping scheme to select the corresponding colour level of the source image to each level of the target image.
Training and Test Image Sets
Five ground-truth data pairs were obtained in low and high quality by scanning pre-WWII artbooks [17] and from Bridgeman Art Library Limited respectively. The involved artworks were all by Peter Paul Rubens, titled 'Madonna', 'The rape of the daughters of Leukippos', 'Liebesgarten', 'The Judgement of Paris' and 'Putti'. These ground-truth data were divided in a training and a test set. Four of these images formed a ground-truth test set in order to quantitatively evaluate the performance of the processes, while the fifth image ('The rape of the daughters of Leukippos') was used for training. In addition, a real-test image set was defined from three prints of P.P. Rubens' paintings which are nowadays lost, namely the 'Resurrection of Lazarus', 'Diana At Her Bath, Surprised by Satyrs' and 'Satyrs and Bacchants'. Out of the opus of P.P. Rubens, the included works were limited to the themes of mythology and religious subjects.
The total of the scans, except for image 'Satyrs and Bacchants', was gathered from the same artbook [17] to minimise effects from different printing technologies on the input data. The scans were performed using a Microtek ScanMaker 9800XL at a resolution of 1600dpi with no automatic adjustments to preserve the originality of the image, especially the halftoning pattern. The ground-truth data were scaled, using bicubic interpolation, to match their corresponding high quality pairs' dimensions in a range of [3898..10197, 3408..10917, 3], while the real-test images were scaled down to dimensions in the range of [1000..1500, 1000..1500, 3].
Evaluation Criteria
As stated by Wang et al. [18] , image quality evaluation of colour altered images should not only include colour coherence, but also structural coherence, as colour correction may also affect the structure of an image. Thus, measuring the fidelity of the resulting images against the ground truth images was of double importance, both for pure evaluation of the SR application, as well as for CC.
Three full-reference image quality metrics were used in the evaluation of the ground-truth test set. The metrics of peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and structural similarity index (SSIM) [18] were used to evaluate the overall structural enhancement evaluation, while metric S-CIELAB [19] targeted the colour reproduction accuracy. Higher scores for PSNR and SSIM correspond to better image quality, while S-CIELAB denotes the colour difference between two images. SSIM improves on PSNR, combining the components of luminance, contrast and structure, correlating in this way better with human judgement of image quality [20] . S-CIELAB metric measures the accuracy of reproduction of a colour against its original when this is viewed by a human observer. Lower S-CIELAB values indicate lower difference between two images and thus higher colour coherence.
Implementation Details and Parameter Settings
The code for SR was adapted from the original implementation of Zeyde et al. [4] , as this is available on the author's website. The CC approaches were also used directly from the implementation by Xu and Mulligan [7] . The system was implemented as a complete process, merging the steps of EB-SR and CC along with the evaluation.
The approaches and the evaluation criteria in the implementation use the same parameters as stated in the original papers. The only exception regards the dimensions of the involved images, which are larger than the standard input.
Results and Discussion
The ground-truth and real-test sets were inserted in the application, resulting with 30 super-resolved, colour corrected images per input test image. The single output of SR was colour corrected by six different approaches, using all five ground-truth high quality images as reference. CC was performed on each ground-truth test image using its corresponding high quality image as well, providing the highest barrier of performance. Table 1 presents the resulting performance measurements for the ground-truth test data. The results have been categorised according to the applied CC method, due to their common input, the super-resolved images. Each CC method included evaluation of 25 resulting images of five ground-truth data, each colour corrected using each of the five ground-truth high quality images as reference. First of all, a large variation among the results is observed, especially concerning the colour reproduction of the images. Such variation is natural, as the results are strongly dependent on the reference image. Moreover, the overall top performing algorithms (Alg. 3 and Alg. 4) have very similar scores, with Alg. 3 having obtained the best performance in colour coherence, but Alg. 4 being the best in structural coherence. One can observe that in PSNR terms, the lowest performance was given by Alg. 1, but the same algorithm performed better in S-CIELAB terms. Therefore, while the top performing algorithms are evident, a definite general ranking amongst the rest of the algorithms cannot be stated.
Moreover, the obtained S-CIELAB scores are reportedly high. However, when compared to the initial difference between the original low quality test image and the high quality image as demonstrated in Table 2 , the enhancement on colour reproduction is significant. There is a colour difference drop in a range of [1.549.. 6 .901]. The S-CIELAB values for the super-resolved colour corrected images correspond to the best performing case in terms of S-CIELAB, when the reference image is of a different scene than the test image. The real-test images could not be evaluated using the full-reference metrics as a reference does not exist. Instead, they were subjectively evaluated. Figure 1 displays an example result from the process applied on the image of the lost painting by P.P. Rubens, titled 'Satyrs and Bacchants'. The complete set of the results is available on the project's webpage. 
Conclusions and Further Work
The present work is the first study that attempts a reclamation of lost art. Not only it proves that such an endeavour can indeed be successful, but it also reveals the possibilities of further exploration of the domain. The results of the work, along with their evaluation, suggest the feasibility of an entirely novel branch of colour imaging applications in fine art, as well as observations and considerations for the domains of super-resolution, inverse halftoning and colour correction.
Applying this unusual image dataset to state-of-the-art techniques, it extends their applicability and performance evaluation to a brand new, more demanding dataset. It brings on board the necessity of image registration in the case the training sets are misaligned, as well as the application of SR to a real-world problem. It proves that in this case the CC technique by Reinhard et al. [9] , is the most effective, despite its simplicity. It questions the ranking of CC well-known approaches and verifies the efficiency of dictionary-based SR. It furthermore certifies a solution of inverse halftoning via SR, extending the work of Minami et al. [6] .
The current work is a unique attempt towards computer-assisted heritage preservation and suggests extensive possibilities for further study. Firstly, future studies could focus on a better evaluation of the results' image quality, through a combination of both structure and colour coherence metrics [7] . This could include the development of local image quality metrics, approaching a contentbased fashion which is more suitable to artworks. It could further explore the notion of similarity between two artworks, in order to automate and optimise the selection of a reference image for a specific test image. Further approaches could be applied and tested both towards SR and CC, based on the revelation of the efficiency of state-of-the-art algorithms in the problem's concept.
A concluding step of this work would be the printing of the resulting images and their extensive evaluation via psychophysical experiments. Such experimentation would support the resulting quality of the artworks and define whether their quality is high enough for such a print to be displayed alongside surviving, 'real' paintings. Demonstrating it is possible to do so would be the ultimate milestone for our work.
